The DMA Europa Group
Integrated Marketing Solutions
for Global Business
The DMA Europa Group represents a collective of

Our values
Quality

deliverables are of a consistently high quality.

innovative businesses aiming to provide the ultimate in
B2B marketing communication and creative services.

Integrity

Collaboration Convergence is key, hence the solutions we deliver are the result of shared 		
knowledge, teamwork and testing.

customers in a way that can be implemented effectively.
Engaging ideas conceived and implemented with a
reliable personal service. This interchange between new

Innovation

the DMA Europa Group and our customers.

We endeavour to inspire and continuously implement innovative ideas and 		
concepts for the benefit of our clients.

methods and traditional people orientated customer
service typifies the dynamic between the subsidiaries of

We conduct business with integrity and maintain a professional approach to our
work and the information we handle.

The individuals with the Group stay abreast of evolving
marketing opportunities, while offering them to

The key to our success is the success of our clients. We ensure that our 		

Mission
To enable companies to realise their most ambitious marketing and communication objectives
by offering an integrated approach, creativity and years of experience.

PR & Content Origination
for Global Business

Translation Perfection
- into any language

Virtual Exhibitions and
interactive 3D environments

Filmed and animated
visual Solutions

An accomplished B2B PR agency

Over 30 years in business,

Virtual interactive Apps and

At the forefront of visual media

providing customers with high

ISO 9001 accreditation and

environments represent the future

production services for industry.

quality media management and

corporate members of the Institute

of promotion and educational

From video editing for YouTube

production since 1989. Combining

of Translation and Interpreting;

materials. Through the creation

to full documentary films and 3D

technical writing and imagery with

MTT’s experts provide quality

of interconnected platforms, V-Ex

animation, MaintainIT.TV offers the

a personal service and unrivalled

translation, interpreting and

provides pioneering solutions to

script writers, directors, presenters

experience and media contacts.

project management for technical,

showcase products and services.

and expertise to make it happen.

marketing and legal documentation.

We are four companies, with one approach.

Build your service package
Through the DMA Europa Group, it has never been easier to build your perfect campaign,

PR

Direct
Mail

CRM

with all the guarantees of technical support and personal interaction to make it truly
successful. Each facet of the Group can be combined, yet all will operate autonomously for a
truly personalised service.

Social
Media

Web
Support

Apps

Using the DMA Europa Group as your marketing services supplier it is possible to build your
perfect campaign, by picking and choosing from our range of services.
Offering a multitude of services to customers is a firm commitment of the DMA Europa

Video

Photography

Literature

Group. The versatility of the Group allows efficiency in all aspects of marketing service,
whether your business demands a single written and translated press release or a virtual
exhibition stand built from scratch, the dedicated team will offer a consistent and
professional approach throughout.

Translation

Virtual
Exhibitions

3D Content

We will build a team of people to manage and deliver whatever you need from a marketing
point of view, we also have many years of experience in the management team which we
can share to aid with strategic development, planning and implementation.

Interactive
Sales Tools

Graphic
Design

Advertising

www.dmaeuropagroup.com

Global
PR Service

Taking advantage of market trends to create stand-out promotion for any B2B target audience, DMA Europa
Ltd can project a consistent message through all appropriate media channels. Knowledge of industry,
professional contacts and daily interaction with established publications and websites allow for a tailored
service for any client. Material is presented where it will be most visible, generate the most interest and
consequently encourage more enquiries and sales.
A truly multi-platform approach to public relations ensures that information is as attractive as it is relevant
– in any language. Internet and print resources are used in tandem, creating consistent and integrated
material across mediums. Whether it is a case study or a specific advertising placement, all preferences are
catered for.
PR material has to be engaging in order to be successful and we can provide a proactive approach that pulls
what you need from your organisation, or makes the best of what you provide us with. Regular contact is a
key part of any PR service, not just with our clients but with the huge contact database we maintain, both
on behalf of clients and our own media contacts list.
DMA Europa Ltd provides the full PR service, allowing harmonious interchangeable media across paper
magazine, social and dedicated commercial electronic news platforms to deliver a message that is visible to
all. Entirely customisable to suit your brief, any PR campaign will be carried out successfully with renowned
service and the pin point accuracy to highlight the advantages and strengths of your company and product.

www.dmaeuropa.co.uk

The DMA Europa Group
MTT has built up a reputation for service, accuracy and speed of delivery, which is valued by a wide range of companies
from local manufacturers to major multi-nationals. MTT’s client list includes automotive brands, military equipment
manufacturers, tooling companies, software firms and automation specialists. MTT also works with some of the best known
local and international law firms, providing certified translations of contracts, agreements, tenders, court judgments, reports
and interpreters. Through supplying translations in over 40 languages for industry, law and medical processes, MTT has
accumulated a wealth of experience in communication.
Native-speaking linguists are selected according to a strict set of criteria, with degree level qualification and industry
experience being the minimum requirement. This ensures your projects will be handled by a culturally sensitive, experienced
professional, with intimate understanding of your technology and industry. You’ll even be invited to talk directly to your
translator to get a feel for their experience and capabilities.
Exporting for the first time? Midland Technical Translations will be with you every step of the way. From a bi-lingual business
card for your first fact-finding trips into the new market, through supplying translated flyers, banners and brochures for your
exhibition stand at an overseas trade fair, to providing the manuals and user guides essential to exporting your products.
Alongside these services you may require commercial translations for distributor agreements, tenders or interpreting to help
set up your new office overseas.
Whatever you need, MTT will be able to help.

www.midlandtechnical.co.uk

The DMA Europa Group

From virtual exhibition stands that never shut, to technically accurate representations of industrial sites,
V-Ex offers clients and users a virtual tour of products in their real world applications.
A V-Ex venue is built using a blend of 3D rendering, photography and HD video – allowing the creation of
photorealistic representations of existing sites and stands or entirely bespoke models. In-house 3D designers can
create almost any model depending on client specifications, allowing a fully integrated multi-media platform for
advertising and informing the industry in the 21st century. Tours around these custom environments are enabled
through smooth animation allowing the user to experience all aspects of the model without leaving their desk.
The V-Ex platform aims to bridge the gap between shows, bringing 24/7 access to accurate technical industrial
information and can be used to create mobile Apps as easily as it can web based solutions.
Customers benefit from the V-Ex platform through the Content Management System and the Live Statistics
package. Content can be added to Hot Spots through a simple interface, while Live Statistics is tailored towards
producing sales leads and comprehensive analytical information regarding visitors and their preferences.
V-Ex offers a unique service to industry – evolving existing content into a platform that satisfies all users. In
industries that rely on the very latest technology and methods, V-Ex Virtual Exhibitions ensures both promotion
and education keeps pace.

www.v-ex.com

On location filming coupled with an in-house studio and editing suite guarantees the end result will be as
polished as it is informative. Prior experience with industries such as automotive, automation, aerospace,
food and beverage, mining and medical helps visual media quickly realise its potential.
A large dedicated studio space offers the client multiple environments with which to create their content.
Combining full HD capability and editing suite, films are produced incorporating the benefits of cutting
edge technology. Green screen and live effects bring a modern twist to material, or conversely, more
traditional interview and presentation stages can be created. Presenters and directors can offer training for
those unused to the camera, or present the material themselves in a highly professional manner. Even live
events and conferences can be covered and streamed in real time.
Cameras, sound, lights, post production, streaming to the internet, video hosting, uploading and marketing
support are all available to requirement. Streaming is optimised for mobile or HD devices; dedicated video
hosting also reduces distraction from adverts or slow buffering for the viewer.
MaintainIT.TV turns to the challenge of onsite filming by building on experience. From rally stages to
cleanrooms and industrial sites, MaintainIT.TV will have usually filmed at a similar location. Site knowledge
brings correct lighting and sound together with good health and safety practices.
At MaintainIT.TV, ease of availability and quality production is enabled through technological solutions. If a
good picture is worth a thousand words, the value of a well-produced film must be tenfold.
www.maintainit.tv

www.youtube.com/user/VideosDMAEuropa

DMA Europa Group

Europa Building, Arthur Drive, Hoo Farm Industrial Estate,
KIdderminster, Worcestershire, DY11 7RA England
T: +44 (0) 1562 751436
E: info@dmaeuropagroup.com
www.dmaeuropagroup.com

